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Generated by The WordPress Project - of the Invention The present invention relates to a drive system for a vehicle, and more

specifically, relates to a drive system for a vehicle such as an electric vehicle or a hybrid vehicle that transmits and receives
electric power and rotary motion via a rotating electric machine. Background Information There are hybrid vehicles having both
an internal combustion engine and an electric motor as power sources for driving wheels, and so-called electric vehicles that use

only electric power as power sources for driving wheels. In these types of vehicles, output torque of the electric motor or an
internal combustion engine is converted into a rotating driving force via a transmission and is transmitted to the driving wheels.

For example, in a hybrid vehicle, the output torque of the internal combustion engine or the electric motor is input to a planetary
gear mechanism, and the driving force of the driving wheels is output from the carrier of the planetary gear mechanism. In an

electric vehicle, output torque of the electric motor is transmitted to the driving wheels via a transmission. In these types of
vehicles, the planetary gear mechanism or the transmission is shifted by a motor during vehicle traveling or during motor

regeneration. When the vehicle speed is low or when the driving force of the engine is low, the motor operates in an electric
power generation mode, and the motor generates power to output the driving force of the driving wheels. That is, the motor is
operated in a power generation mode for purposes of regenerative braking. The vehicle speed of the electric vehicle is usually
lower than the vehicle speed of the hybrid vehicle, and the output torque of the motor in the power generation mode is lower

than the output torque of the motor in the power generation mode in the hybrid vehicle. Therefore, the control of motor torque
output in the power generation mode is different between a hybrid vehicle and an electric vehicle. In a hybrid vehicle, the speed-
responsive torque limiter is arranged in a power transmission path from the engine to the wheels in order to restrict the speed of
the vehicle, and the output torque of the engine is controlled according to the operation amount of a throttle valve. Specifically,

the output torque of the engine is increased when the vehicle speed is high, and the output torque of the engine
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